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Abstract—With the widespread integration of renewable en-
ergy systems (RES) into the electric grid, maintaining power
quality within specified limits has become a major focus. The total
harmonic distortion (THD) value of the currents transferred to
the grid and directly affecting power quality in RES such as grid-
connected photovoltaic (PV) and fuel cells (FC) should not exceed
5%. To achieve this objective, various filter topologies are used
to interface between the inverters, which are components of PV
and FC systems, and the grid. Although there are numerous filter
topologies, L and LCL-type passive filters are the most commonly
used topologies in grid-connected systems. This study analyzes
the L and LCL-type filter topologies for the H-bridge neutral
point clamped (HNPC) inverter. Using MATLAB/Simulink®, a
simulation of a 3 kW system employing L and LCL filters has
revealed THD values of 1.56% and 0.07% for grid currents,
respectively. Additionally, the HNPC inverter’s efficiency has
been determined at 98.46% in the LCL filter configuration. This
study has been focused on modeling and comparing simulation
results to investigate the harmonic attenuation capabilities of L
and LCL filters, assess the maximum power transferred to the
grid, and analyze their impact on grid currents.

Index Terms—HNPC inverter, L and LCL filters, power
quality, PV system, sliding mode controller.

I. INTRODUCTION

ELECTRICAL energy, which constitutes approximately
20% of the global total energy consumption, is being

demanded more and more each day, and it is expected that the
total electrical energy demand will increase by more than 80%
by 2050 [1]. Considering the reduction of traditional energy
sources (coal, oil, etc.) used in energy production and the
damage they cause to the environment, energy consumption
is a major concern of today’s society, and alternative energy
sources are needed. Renewable energy technologies, partic-
ularly photovoltaic and fuel cell systems that generate clean
and sustainable electricity from renewable energy sources such
as solar, wind, and hydrogen, are regarded as one of the
most important future solutions [2]. According to the reports
issued by the International Energy Agency (IEA) and the
International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), renewable
sources are projected to contribute more than 80% to the
overall energy production worldwide by 2050. Furthermore,
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it is anticipated that the proportion of solar energy in total
electricity production will increase to approximately 25%, and
the percentage of hydrogen energy in total energy consumption
will rise to around 13% [1], [3], [4].

PV and FC systems can generally be classified into two
groups: grid-connected and stand-alone. Grid-connected PV
(GCPV) systems are decentralized (distributed) power systems
that can operate in parallel with the electricity transmission
and distribution grid [5]. Parallel operation with the grid is
the transfer of the power produced in excess of the needs of
the loads in the system back to the electricity grid. Therefore,
in contrast to standalone systems, GCPV systems do not need
additional storage devices like battery packs, which lowers the
cost of the system and makes it easier to maintain and reinstall
[6], [7]. Furthermore, GCPV systems account for the vast
majority of installed PV capacity when compared to stand-
alone systems. Similarly, grid-connected FC systems (GCFC)
are an important part of research and are widely discussed
in areas such as air conditioning, electromechanical systems,
lighting, and electronic devices [8]. To ensure the electrical
grid’s power quality, the more widely used GCPV and GCFC
systems must meet certain specifications. The most important
specification is to transfer a sinusoidal current to the grid with
a total harmonic distortion value of no more than 5% [9], [10].
PV panels and FCs generate DC voltage. Fig. 1 depicts the
overall grid connection structure of both systems.

Although the DC voltage generation logic of both sources
differs, the components and power conversion principles re-
quired for grid integration are similar [2], [8]. To transfer a
sinusoidal current from PV and FC systems to the grid, an
inverter is required to convert the DC power produced by PV
panels or fuel cells into AC power with a specific frequency
and amplitude. Therefore, inverters are a critical component
of RES such as PV and FC. Various inverter topologies
used in PV applications have been presented in the literature
[7]. Among these topologies, the HNPC inverter is widely
used in grid-connected applications due to its advantages
such as low THD, transformerless operation, high quality
power conversion, and operation at high input voltages with
low-capacity switches [11], [12]. On the other hand, grid-
connected inverters modulated with pulse width modulation
(PWM) techniques contain switching harmonic components
in their output waveforms [13]. Therefore, inverters must be
connected to the grid via a filter to provide sinusoidal current
to the grid without harmonic distortion. Generally, three basic
filter topologies are used at the inverter output, namely L, LC,
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Fig. 1. General structure of grid connected system ( PV or FC ).

and LCL.

When selecting a suitable filter topology for grid -connected
inverters, it is necessary to consider parameters such as size,
cost, filter losses, and dynamic system properties, as well as
effectively reducing harmonics [14]. The L filter contains only
one component, which makes it have a simple topology and
easy to design. However, it requires a very high inductance
value for applications above a few kilowatts [15]. Using
a high inductance value can make the system cumbersome
and expensive, and it may also increase the filter’s losses.
Additionally, the system’s dynamic response can be poor due
to long voltage drops in the filter [16], [17]. The LC and
LCL filter topologies are used to mitigate the disadvantages of
using the L filter in high-capacity systems, such as size, cost,
losses, and poor system dynamics. By increasing the capacitor
value in the LC filter, the inductance value is decreased, and
thus the disadvantages of the L filter mentioned above can
be mitigated. However, in grid-connected systems, a high
capacitor value is not quite preferred because it can cause
problems such as sudden current peaks, grid side resonance
due to reactive power requirements, and reliance on grid
impedance for harmonic attenuation [17]. Therefore, L and
LCL-type filter topologies are generally used in grid-connected
systems [18], [19], [20].

LCL filters offer advantages over L filters such as improved
harmonic performance, as well as lower size and cost [15],
[21]. In addition, LCL filters are among the most widely used
topologies in grid-connected inverters due to their advantages,
such as lower ripple in the current injected into the grid and
operating at a lower switching frequency [19]. However, LCL
filters may suffer from resonances that occur due to reactive
power requirements and must be damped to ensure system
stability. Two types of damping methods, passive and active,
are generally used to alleviate the resonance problem. The
passive damping method can be implemented by adding a
damping resistor in series with the LCL filter capacitor [21].
Although this method is simple, it reduces the harmonic at-
tenuation performance of the LCL filter by causing additional

power losses due to the added resistance [20]. The active
damping method is based on the concept of an imaginary
resistor connected to the current control loop to eliminate
power loss [22]. Although the imaginary resistor concept
provides better harmonic attenuation performance, it increases
control complexity and requires the use of an additional set
of sensors. On the other hand, the active damping effect can
also be achieved by controlling the grid current without the
use of imaginary resistance [23]. The sliding mode control
(SMC) method, which is used in grid current control and has
advantages such as reducing control complexity, robustness
against parameter changes, fast dynamic response, and ease
of application, also overcomes the resonance problem without
the need for additional damping methods [19], [20], [23].

This article is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an
overview of the HNPC structure and control for single-phase
grid connection. Sections 3 and 4 discuss the design phases
of the L and LCL filters, respectively, and provide guidelines
for determining filter component values. Section 5 presents
simulation results for the grid connection states of L and LCL
filters. Lastly, Section 6 presents the conclusions.

II. SINGLE-PHASE GRID-CONNECTED HNPC INVERTER

Power electronic devices, such as DC-DC converters and
DC-AC inverters, must be used to transfer the DC power
generated by the PV panel or FC to the electrical grid
as maximum AC power. In recent years, researchers have
focused on single-stage power processing systems that use
only inverters as power converters, both to improve the overall
efficiency of PV systems and to increase the power density
of the inverters [24]. The single-phase grid-connected inverter
block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 2.

As depicted in Fig. 2, the HNPC inverter enables power
transfer between the grid and the PV panel. The PV panel
is treated as a constant DC source to simplify the system.
The HNPC inverter is made up of two 3-level NPC inverter
legs connected in parallel. Each NPC leg generates three
different voltage levels at the output: −Vdc/2, +Vdc/2, and
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Fig. 2. The single-phase grid-connected HNPC inverter.

zero. Parallel connection of the NPC inverter legs results in the
generation of five different voltage levels at the HNPC inverter
output: −Vdc,+Vdc, 0,−Vdc/2,+Vdc/2. The switching states
and voltage levels for the HNPC are given in Table 1. This
inverter topology and suitable switching states have been
discussed in the previous study [25].

TABLE I
SWITCHING STATES OF THE HNPC INVERTER

Switching State Output
Voltage

Sa1 Sa2 Sa3 Sa4 Sb1 Sb2 Sb3 Sb4 Vab
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 Vdc

1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 Vdc
20 1 1 0 0 0 1 1

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
00 1 1 0 0 1 1 0

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 −Vdc

20 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 −Vdc

On the other hand, in this study, SMC method, which is
in the nonlinear controller group, was used for grid current
control. The reference studies provide specifics on how to use
the SMC control method for grid-connected inverter systems
[26], [27]. The main idea of SMC is to bring the system state
variables onto a pre-defined sliding surface through discon-
tinuous control and to force them to move on this surface,
and also to control them by approaching the origin point, as
seen in Fig. 3. This concept requires the existence of a sliding
surface and a control signal for its implementation. Generally,
the sliding surface is constructed using state variable errors,
and the sliding surface function, which is a linear combination
of state variable errors, can be expressed as follows:

S(x) = λx1 + ẋ1 (1)

where x1and ẋ1 denote the state variable error and its deriva-
tive, respectively.λ is a positive constant called the sliding
coefficient. The value of the sliding coefficient is a parameter
that has an effect on the dynamic response of the system and
should always be chosen as positive to ensure stability[27].
However, an excessively large λ value can jeopardize the
stability of the system. Therefore, through trial and error
and considering the switching frequency that determines the

Fig. 3. Graphical explanation of sliding mode control.

dynamics of the system, λ has been chosen as 5000 in this
study. In grid-connected inverter systems, the main purpose
is to control grid current. Therefore, x1 can be determined
as the error (ig

∗ − ig) of the grid current. In addition, in
order to weaken the resonance problem in the LCL filter
mentioned in the introduction, the sliding surface can also
be formed with the capacitor voltage error (vc − vc

∗). The
adjustment of capacitor voltage results in automatic adjustment
of grid current as a natural consequence.After determining the
sliding surface function, the control signal that forces the state
variables to act on the sliding surface must be determined. The
structure of the control signal can be expressed as in Eq. (2):

usmc = ueq + usw (2)

where ueq is the equivalent control signal that determines
the system change on the sliding surface, and usw is the
discontinuous switching control input that drives the state
variables to the sliding surface and enforces the state variables
to act on the sliding surface even in the presence of parameter
changes and distortions. The equivalent control (ueq) signal
can be obtained by setting the derivative of the sliding surface
function to zero (Ṡ(x) = 0). However, including the equivalent
control part in the control signal increases overall computation
time and control complexity [28]. Therefore, the use of a sim-
pler discontinuous switching control signal is widely preferred
[18], [27], [28]. In general, the discontinuous switching control
signal connected to the sliding surface and with a control gain
of 1 (one) can be expressed as in Eq. (3):

usmc = usw = − s ign(S(x)) =

{
+1 if S(x) < 0
−1 if S(x) > 0

(3)

where the sign() denotes the signum function [19], [23]. The
chattering problem in practical applications can arise due to
the discontinuous structure of the switching control signal,
which switches between 1 and -1 values based on the sliding
surface’s sign [27]. As seen from Eq. (3), the control input is
negative when the sliding surface is positive, and it is positive
when the sliding surface is negative. Therefore, the control
signal can be viewed as a switching function that changes its
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value when the state variable’s trajectory intersects the sliding
surface. Furthermore, the chattering phenomenon observed
in power converter applications has adverse impacts such as
reduced control precision and power losses. Thus, minimizing
chattering is crucial in SMC, and several techniques for
reducing chattering have been proposed in literature [18], [20],
[27]. One of the methods to reduce chattering is the boundary
layer method. This method reduces chattering by passing the
sliding surface function through a boundary layer of thickness
ϕ. The signum function in the discontinuous switching control
signal is then replaced by the S(x)/ϕ signal, which makes the
control input continuous within the boundary layer and reduces
chattering [26], [28]. As a result, the appropriate switching
signals for the inverter are obtained by comparing the S(x)/ϕ
signal with the triangle carriers.

A. Proportional-resonant (PR) control

The capacitor voltage reference (vc∗) for the LCL filter
connection state was successfully obtained using the excellent
AC signal tracking capability of the PR control. The transfer
function of the PR control is given in Eq. (4). When the grid
current error is applied to the input of the transfer function,
the output is vc

∗.

HPR(s) = Kp +
2Krωcs

s2 + 2ωcs+ (2πfg)
2 (4)

where Kp is the proportional gain, Kr is the resonant gain,
and wc is the cut-off frequency. The dynamic and steady-state
responses of the PR control are determined by adjusting the pa-
rameter values Kp and Kr. The derivation of proportional and
resonant gains is analyzed in [23]. The gain values obtained
according to the equations expressed in [23] are readjusted to
improve the performance of the controller. Therefore, in this
study, Kp and Kr were tuned to 3 and 1500, respectively. wc

is 1 rad/s.

III. L-TYPE FILTER DESIGN

Fig. 4 illustrates the circuit diagram of the L filter, which
is placed between the inverter and the grid. The filter com-
prises of the filter inductance, denoted by Li, and its internal
resistance, ri.

Fig. 4. L filter circuit diagram.

The inductance value (Li) in the filter L can be determined
by considering the current fluctuation on the inverter output
side [16], [21]. The analysis of current ripple for all switch

states of the inverter is a difficult task. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to obtain an equation that provides the maximum current
fluctuation value while considering the inverter structure. As
the HNPC inverter transfers power to the grid, the input
voltage is higher than the grid voltage, indicating that the
HNPC inverter is a buck-type inverter. To determine the
inductance value, the HNPC inverter can be simplified to a
half-wave buck converter model at the switching frequency,
as illustrated in Fig. 5 [17]. In this model, the neutral point of
the inverter and the neutral point of the grid are short-circuited,
and the grid has a half-sinusoidal waveform.

Fig. 5. Simplified HNPC inverter model.

The value of the inductance can be determined by using Eq.
(5), which is derived from the analysis of the model in Fig. 5
in continuous current mode

Li =
Vdc

2 − Vg

2 ·∆IL
· d

fsw
(5)

where d is the duty cycle, and the largest current ripple value
(∆IL) occurs when the duty cycle is 50% [29]. Therefore, the
inductance value is obtained as in Eq. (6).

Li =
Vdc

2 − 1
2 · Vdc

2

2 ·∆IL
· 1

2 · fsw
=

Vdc

16 · fsw ·∆IL
(6)

The maximum amplitude value of the current ripple is
calculated as in Eq. (7):

∆ILmax = r · Pi ·
√
2

Vg
(7)

where r denotes the ripple rate of the current transferred to
the grid, and generally the current ripple rate is chosen as
10%–20% in LCL filter design [15], [30].

The L filter design process requires a balance between the
need for a low value to maintain THD of the grid current
within the limit set by international standards [31], and the
need to avoid raising the inductance value too much, which
would increase the filter size and cost. To strike this balance,
the current ripple ratio was chosen as 10%, considering the
impact of the inverter topology and control technique on the
THD of the system. The system parameters used in the filter
design are provided in Table 2. By using Eq. (6) and (7), the
inductance value was calculated as Li = 3.85mH .
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TABLE II
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter Value

Inverter output power (Pi) 3 kW
DC bus voltage (Vdc) 500V
Grid voltage amplitude (Vg) 220Vrms

Switching frequency (fsw) 5 kHz

IV. LCL-TYPE FILTER DESIGN

The circuit diagram of the LCL filter placed between the
inverter and the grid is shown in Fig. 6, where Li denotes
the inductance value on the inverter side, Lg denotes the
inductance value on the grid side, and Cf denotes the filter
capacitor. In addition, it symbolizes the ri and rg inductances’
internal resistances.

Fig. 6. LCL filter circuit diagram.

The inductance value on the inverter side is found with the
help of Eq. (6) and (7). Considering the inductance value on
the grid side, the current fluctuation rate was chosen as 20%.

While determining the filter capacitor value, the maximum
power factor change acceptable by the grid is assumed to be
5%, and this value corresponds to 5% of the capacitor base
value. Eq. (8) and (9) show the calculation of filter base values.
The calculation of the filter capacitor value is given in Eq. (10).

Zb =
Vg

2

Pi
(8)

Cb =
1

2πfg · Zb
(9)

Cf = %5 · Cb (10)

The inductance value on the grid side can be calculated
using Eq. (11):

Lg = k · Li (11)

where k denotes a constant correlation coefficient between the
inverter and the grid-side inductances. This coefficient takes
a value in the 0 < k ≤ 1 range, and usually a value of 1 or
close to 1 can be selected in high power applications.

To ensure that the LCL filter effectively suppresses har-
monic distortion within the switching frequency range, it is
necessary to meet the requirement statedin Eqs. (12):

10fg ≤ fres ≤
1

2
fsw (12)

where fres is the resonant frequency of the filter and is
expressed by Eqs. (13) [32].

fres =

√
Li+Lg

Li·Lg·Cf

2π
(13)

By using above equations, the inductors and capacitor values
have been calculated as Li = 1.62mH,Lg = 0.6mH,Cf =
9.87µF , and fres = 2422.28Hz.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of L and LCL filter
topologies with single-phase HNPC inverters in mitigating
harmonic distortion and their impact on grid current, a model-
ing study was carried out using MATLAB/Simulink®. The
simulation utilized system parameters and calculated filter
values, which are presented collectively in Table 3.

TABLE III
SYSTEM PARAMETERS.

Parameter Value (L filter) Value (LCL filter)

Inverter output power (Pi) 3 kW 3 kW
DC bus voltage (Vdc) 500V 500V
Inverter-side inductance (Li) 3.85mH 1.62mH
Grid-side inductance (Lg) × 0.6mH
Filter capacitance (Cf ) × 9.87µF
Grid voltage amplitude (Vg) 220Vrms 220Vrms

Switching and grid frequencies (fsw, fg) 5 kHz, 50Hz 5 kHz, 50Hz
Sampling time (Ts) 1µs 1µs

Fig. 7 and 8 show MATLAB/Simulink®-based modeling
of a single-phase grid-connected HNPC inverter circuit with
L and LCL filters, respectively. In both models, the inverter
topology (HNPC), switching technique (SPWM), and control
method (SMC) are used similarly. In addition, as seen in Fig.
8, the control of the grid current with appropriate damping
is provided by controlling the capacitor voltage. Therefore,
proportional-resonant (PR) control, which has an excellent AC
signal tracking feature, is used to generate the reference value
of the capacitor voltage.

The waveforms of the grid voltage and current for both L
and LCL filters are illustrated in Fig. 9. It can be observed
that the current transferred to the grid experiences fewer
fluctuations with an LCL filter connection as compared to an
L filter connection. It is evident that in both filter topologies,
the grid current follows a sinusoidal waveform and remains
in-phase with the grid voltage. By aligning the grid current
and voltage, the power factor can be improved such that it
approaches or equals one, thereby decreasing the consumption
of reactive power.

In the L and LCL filter connection states, the active power
transferred to the grid with the fundamental frequency (50
Hz) component is shown in Fig. 10. In the case of an L filter
connection, 2943 W of active power is transferred to the grid,
while in the case of an LCL filter connection, 2954 W of active
power is transferred. Both filter topologies result in nearly zero
reactive power due to their design. The LCL filter provides
superior harmonic attenuation, resulting in lower amplitudes of
harmonic components (excluding the fundamental frequency)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Grid current and voltage waveforms a) for L filter b) for LCL filter.

and higher amplitudes of the fundamental frequency compo-
nent. As a result, the LCL filter enables greater transmission
of active power to the grid when compared to the L filter.

The FFT analysis tool in Power GUI was used to perform
THD analysis of the grid current for both L and LCL con-
nection states, and the results are presented in Fig. 11. The
figure illustrates that the THD values of the grid current for L
and LCL connection states are 1.56% and 0.07%, respectively.
Moreover, it is apparent that the grid current in both cases,
particularly with the LCL filter, consists of odd harmonic
components, whose amplitudes are significantly smaller than
those of the fundamental frequency components.

The comparison of L and LCL filters based on the obtained
results is given in Table 4. Although LCL filters require an
additional damping method or control of the capacitor voltage
due to the resonance problem, they are seen to be advantageous
in terms of harmonic attenuation, efficiency, and grid current
fluctuation. In addition, the fact that they require a lower
inductance value compared to L filters reduces power loss and
contributes to the efficiency of the system.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Active power transferred to the grid a) for the L filter b) for the
LCL filter.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF L AND LCL FILTERS.

Comparison category L filter LCL filter

Harmonic attenuation

performance
Good Very good

Current fluctuation Acceptable Low

Resonance damping
Not

applicable
Naturally

THD value

of grid current
1.56% 0.07%

Inverter efficiency 98.1% 98.46%

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, two filter topologies, L and LCL, commonly
used in grid-connected renewable energy systems, were an-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Grid current THD analysis a) for L filter b) for LCL filter.

alyzed.Both filter topologies were designed for the HNPC
inverter, and their harmonic attenuation performances were
compared, along with their effects on the current and power
transferred to the grid. In order to make the analysis more
realistic, all components (inverter topology, switching tech-
nique, control method, parameters used in the control method,
simulation configuration) that could affect the results were
kept similar in both filter types. The simulation results showed

that the THD value of the grid current was within the limits
specified by international standards (IEEE 1547, IEC 61727)
for both filter topologies. However, the LCL filter exhibited
better harmonic attenuation performance with a lower induc-
tance value compared to the L filter. In addition, the LCL
filter provided lower current fluctuation and allowed more
active power transfer to the grid. The resonance problem in the
LCL filter is naturally dampened by controlling the capacitor
voltage without the need for an additional damping method.
Furthermore, the grid current was successfully controlled via
the control of the capacitor voltage. The HNPC inverter used
in this study has a multi-level output, which inherently results
in a lower THD value compared to other inverter topologies.
As a result, with the use of a suitable control method, it can
be applied in an L filter topology that does not require a
high inductance value, while still ensuring that the THD value
remains within the limits specified by international standards.

The study does not provide a detailed description of the
control method. In future work, a comprehensive analysis of
the entire system and the grid current will be conducted, along
with a thorough explanation of the control method.
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